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background:  Coronary artery calcification (CAC) is a risk factor for adverse outcomes in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary 
intervention (PCI). Lesions with severe CAC are resistant to plane balloon angioplasty, and the predictors of stent under-expansion and 
the inappropriate struts apposition. Scoring balloon angioplasty (SBA) has been developed to intentionally make disruptions within hard 
atherosclerotic lesions. Using frequency domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT), this study evaluated the relation between 
baseline characteristics of CAC and successful lesion modification with SBA.
methods:  OCT-guided elective PCI were performed in thirty patients with severe CAC at culprit lesions (72.6 years). FD-OCT was 
performed before and after SBA procedure prior to stent implantation. Successful lesion modification was defined as the development of 
disruption within CAC after SBA. OCT images around minimal lumen area site were examined to measure CAC thickness at disruption site 
and CAC angle. The shape and texture of CAC were also evaluated.
results:  Among 157 cross-sectional OCT images with CAC, 97 images showed successful CAC disruption (111 disruption sites) and other 
60 images showed failure of CAC disruption. Mean CAC thickness at disruption site was significantly thinner than that of non-disrupted 
CAC (0.34±0.13 vs. 0.80±0.13mm, p<0.001). ROC curve indicated that CAC thickness less than 0.61mm (AUC 0.952, sensitivity 86.8%, 
specificity 95.5%) was the best cutoff value for CAC disruption. CAC angle was significantly wider in disrupted CAC compared with non-
disrupted CAC(252±86 vs. 219±78 degree, p=0.02). Homogeneous signal pattern inside CAC was observed in 9.1% of all CAC, and the 
rate of successful disruption was tended to be higher in heterogenous than homogenous CAC (p=0.28). Convex shape CAC protruding into 
vessel lumen was less frequently observed in disrupted CAC than non-disrupted CAC (1.03% vs. 21.7%, p<0.001).
Conclusion:  Morphological characteristics of CAC, including larger thickness, smaller arc, and convex shape, are correlating to the poor 
response to plaque modification with SBA.
